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1. Introduction
How Land Use fits into the context of the Regional Plan
Land Use is a community vision of how the land in the region could be used in the next 30 years,
setting up a legal framework for more specific planning and guiding zoning regulations. The
importance of all of the other chapters of this document culminates here – in the vision of how
the land is to be used. As it is the community’s desire to integrate development and growth with
the natural amenities and maintain Flagstaff’s unique character, it is important to consider all of
the elements / subjects / chapters together.
Balanced Land Use and Overall Goals
The VISION FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMMENT is to promote increased walkable urban areas in
the designated locations, and to allow the desired patterns of suburban and rural development to
continue – all three within clearly defined parameters defined within the plan. Promoting compact
development in this fashion allows for the community to grow in a smart fashion, utilizing efficient
infrastructure, promoting more easily accessible routes to school, work and play areas, as well as making
the transit system work efficiently.

A balanced community is able to ensure quality development within a healthy eco-system;
recognize private property rights alongside community benefits; and perceive that supply and
demand creates change. To promote a thriving community, the region will consider these
overall goals for a balanced Land Use Pattern:








Preserve this unique sense of place within the rural, suburban and urban contexts.
Balance future growth with available water resources.
Encouraging revitalization within the City’s existing urbanized area.
Develop a compact development footprint with a supporting multi-modal transportation system
Protect natural and cultural areas.
Provide for a mix of land uses to accommodate a variety of future housing, employment,
recreation, educational, cultural and retail services.
Plan to meet future infrastructure needs with predictability- as a stated preferred growth pattern,
while allowing the flexibility of market adaptability.

“Make no little plan - make big plans;
aim high in hope and work,
remembering that a noble, logical
diagram once recorded will not die.”

Daniel Burnham
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Description of Land Use and ARS Requirement
Flagstaff’s historical pattern of land uses
were driven by the early economics supported
by the railroad. Examples can be seen in the
downtown commercial core, railroad and
sawmill infrastructure, the university, historic
residential neighborhoods and ranches. New
development needs to be contextually
sensitive while fulfilling the Flagstaff
Regional Plan’s guiding principles and giving
the community choice of lifestyles. See
Community Character Element for historical
context.
This element covers land designations for future growth patterns. The Growth Illustration Map identifies
locations in the Flagstaff region where various land uses and intensities of use are desired to fulfill the
community vision, focusing on areas where infrastructure investments will have the most impact.

It is expected that more detailed plans, activity center and civic spaces specific plans, public
facility planning, and neighborhood plans will define the context and particulars for
development, redevelopment and conservation in any given specific vicinity.
Flexibility and predictability in the development process are obtained in the applied goals and policies
within this plan. The protection of natural and cultural areas are more detailed in Environmental
Planning, Open Space and Recreation Elements as well as the Natural Environment Existing Conditions
Map. Note disclaimer of locating natural resources does not negate any development rights.
By Arizona State Statue, the land use element will:
(a) Designate the proposed general distribution and location and extent of such uses of the land for
housing, business, industry, agriculture, recreation, education, public buildings and grounds, open
space and other categories of public and private uses of land as may be appropriate to the
municipality.
(b) Include a statement of the standards of population density and building intensity recommended for
the various land use categories covered by the plan.
(c) Identify specific programs and policies that the municipality may use to promote infill or compact
form development activity and locations where those development patterns should be encouraged.
(d) Include consideration of air quality and access to incident solar energy for all general categories of
land use.
(e) Include policies that address maintaining a broad variety of land uses including the range of uses
existing in the municipality when the plan is adopted, readopted or amended.
(f) For cities and towns with territory in the vicinity of a military airport or ancillary military facility
as defined in section 28-8461, includes consideration of military airport or ancillary military facility
operations. On or before December 31, 2005, if a city or town includes land in a high noise or
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accident potential zone as defined in section 28-8461, the city or town shall identify the boundaries of
the high noise or accident potential zone in its general plan for purposes of planning land uses in the
high noise or accident potential zone that are compatible with the operation of the military airport or
ancillary military facility pursuant to section 28-8481, subsection J.
SB 1598 – Aggregate locations – link to Arizona State Map of Mining

2. Trends and Existing Conditions
Today’s home buyers, workforce, students and entrepreneurs all demand one thing: choice.
If the community can offer choices of jobs, travel options, housing types, recreational opportunities as
well as a variety of things to do and buy, national studies have proven this equals a thriving community.
Within the overall rural mountain character, the region offers significant lifestyle choices.

National Trends
Mixed-Use as a global and national trend, promotes compact, walkable urban form, and has precedence
in Flagstaff’s historic downtown. Mixed-Use opportunities exist in this region where planned Activity
Centers host a significant amount of growth in office space, retail business and multi-family housing.
Every Activity Center will require a Specific Area Plan shortly following the Regional Plan adoption, to
provide design and investment details.
Future trends foresee smaller houses, smaller lots and multi-family – quality built with modern
technologies and accessible to community amenities1; commercial space within easy access (walking and
biking) to homes and amenities; more ‘third-places’2 and tele-commuting. National trends show growing
markets in downtowns and walkable neighborhoods, especially with those having good transit service,
commanding the highest premiums on a per-square-foot basis.3 Suburban development is being rethought to accommodate a wide range of ages, incomes and ways to get around.4

Local Trends
Growth Areas in the past 10 years have been primarily residential, with significant single-family
subdivisions (Boulder Pointe, Ponderosa Trails, and Anaszi Ridge). Recent post recession development
has been multi-family residential, which reflects the needs of the university and demographic shifts. The
metro-area regional market is reflected in the fact that housing has generally followed retail development.

Revitalization Areas: Continuing the 2001 Regional Plan goals for revitalization, redevelopment
and infill to promote activity centers and walkable neighborhoods, many of these areas require utility
upgrades and infrastructure as incentives to develop. As the private and public sectors continue to work
1

National Association of Realtors: http://www.realtor.org/field‐guides/field‐guide‐to‐the‐small‐house‐movement
The term third place was invented by sociologist Ray Oldenburg and first appeared in his 1990 book The Great Good Place, a
celebration of the places where people can regularly go to take it easy and commune with friends, neighbors, and just whoever
shows up. The subtitle says it all: "Cafes, Coffee Shops, Community Centers, Beauty Parlors, General Stores, Bars, Hangouts and
How They Get You through the Day."
3
Kaid Benfield; October 25, 2012.
2

4

http://www.realtor.org/articles/building‐a‐new‐suburbia‐for‐all‐generations
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together, parcel assemblage and infrastructure needs will be met to assist in enhanced revitalization
projects. Some revitalization projects in the urban and suburban context to learn from are: Sawmill at
Aspen Place, a 40-acre commercial infill and brownfield redevelopment project; the Lumberyard Brewery
redevelopment and historic preservation; Barnett Delaney Perkins Eye Surgical Center redevelopment on
Switzer Canyon Drive; Milton Road commercial projects. See Growth Areas.
Photos of before / after for revitalization projects

Greenfield Development is possible within the region in areas reserved for development, like the
Airport Business Park, Flagstaff Mall expansion, Bellemont and some State Land Department Sections all
have development potential. Private lands within the city and county hold entitlements for development.
See Greenfield Development in Growth Areas – or move this entirely to Growth Areas?

Public and Quasi-public uses, which include may of our largest employers in the region, must be
planned for. These include the City of Flagstaff, Coconino County, Northern Arizona University,
Coconino Community College, Flagstaff Medical Center, Flagstaff Unified School District and federal
offices. Many have plans for facility growth, consolidation, and shared resources to meet their
employment, service and space needs.

Public Spaces: One of the most important aspects of any city is its collective commons, so to speak: the
shared public spaces where people gather be they streets, squares, parks, markets, playgrounds, sports
facilities. The Flagstaff region hosts a healthy amount of public spaces, yet desires more designed urban
spaces. As Heritage Square can attest, good public spaces produce lots of action. This Regional Plan
reflects on how those spaces interact with homes and businesses as well as how they are connected
together.

Open Spaces continue to be an important aspect to the region’s character, eco-system health, as well as
a draw for businesses, workers and visitors. Continuing the work of the Open Space and Greenways
Plan (1998), this particular Land Use category will be considered in each context of rural, suburban and
urban. In the larger context, the surrounding National Forest System Lands, Picture Canyon Conservation
Area (city) and Rogers Lake Conservation Area (county) both purchased in 2012 with Open Space
Acquisition funding, Walnut Canyon National Monument (currently under congressional study for
potential expansion) and the on-going and much celebrated Flagstaff Urban Trail System (FUTS) all are
imperative to the region’s system of open spaces.

Existing Conditions
Annexation is a process in which land-owners of County land adjacent to or islands within the City
limits have requested to be incorporated into the City of Flagstaff. Annexation requests which are in the
best long-term interest of the City of Flagstaff will be considered, and Arizona State law provides certain
requirements for the annexation procedure. A plan identifying how urban services and infrastructure will
be provided to the anticipated development within the annexed area over a ten-year period is required;
annexation requires the consent of the owners of at least one-half of the value of the real and personal
property + one-half of the land owners; and requires consent of the City’s Mayor and Council. In any
annexation decision, the practical consequences and costs of providing services to the area to be annexed
must be considered. Further, it is important to consider not only the short-term costs associated with an
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annexation request, but also the long-term benefits and City costs of providing services to the proposed
annexation. Prior to assessing the desirability of annexing a particular area, a determination must be
made on whether the proposed area meets the State legal requirements for annexation. A.R.S. 9-471
provides the procedures and criteria for extending the corporate boundaries of a city.

Density is usually described as how many dwelling units per acre. This plan intends to discuss density
as the number of people, residences, jobs, and services (such as retail, community resources, and
recreational facilities) per (acre). A complete neighborhood with all of these invites walking and
socializing. As a western mountain city, wide open spaces and choice of various lifestyles must be
balanced with increasing the population density of urban areas, promoting complete neighborhoods, and
developing housing, jobs, services, and institutions within a spatial pattern that accommodates and
celebrates the experience of walking. It will take many years to reach the point where we see the benefits
of these changes, yet changing demographics and rising gas prices will push this shift toward denser
urban forms in some areas.

Intensity
Diversity with a neighborhood, or the mix of uses, generates various housing types near or
mixed in with restaurants, shops, grocers, banks, hair salons, coffee shops, day care centers,
fitness studios, and law, dental, and insurance offices. In these type of neighborhoods, residents
can find more products and services close-by, and it creates potential for employment, walking,
biking and less driving. Mix of housing types means more people can work close to home. As
Flagstaff’s new development and redevelopment potential mature, the community envisions more diverse
neighborhoods.

Design produces friendly and unique buildings, as well as pleasant streetscapes, making walks,
bike rides and bus stops visually rich, comfortable, and safe spaces. All of Flagstaff’s streets,
alleys, and boulevards need to be connecting streets (topography considered) and improve the
quality of the pedestrian and bicycle experience. A pedestrian-oriented street combines the
design concepts of enclosure (with buildings or landscaping), framing the views, human scale,
architectural diversity, and safety.
Transportation options are more complex than creating a bus route, building sidewalks, or striping a
bike lane (even though those are all good things to provide a community). Transportation choice
demands a shift in our land use patterns and the way we locate and shape future development. To make
that change, we must challenge our current notions of space and how we get from A to B on a daily basis.
Flagstaff’s and ADOT’s traffic engineers must work to design for pedestrian and bicyclist safety and
experience first, automobile driver experience second, transit options next, and auto capacity and speed
last. Current parking requirements have discouraged the potential of mixed-use (residential over
commercial) developed, and parking regulations will need to be reconsidered if mixed-use and higher
densities are desired in particular locations. This will be a huge paradigm shift.
In Arizona, private property rights are held in the highest esteem. Property owners may develop and
maintain their properties as they please, limited primarily by adopted zoning regulations in place at the
time of development. This Regional Plan works in coordination with private property rights and the City
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of Flagstaff Zoning Code. If a private-property owner wants to develop or redevelop property and the
desired proposal conforms with the Zoning Code, but not with the Regional Plan, the private property
owner may develop under the zoning without seeking an amendment to the Regional Plan. If, however, a
private-property owner wants to develop or redevelop property and the desired proposal does not conform
with either the Zoning Code or the Regional Plan, the property owner must apply for both a Regional Plan
amendment and a Zoning Code and a Zoning Map amendment.
County regulations / re-zoning when zoning and Regional Plan are not consistent?
In a side box:
The General Plan Is:
• A community vision for 30 years
• A statement of city policy
• A legal mandate
• A framework for more specific planning
• A tool for education and communication
The General Plan Is Not:
• A specific plan for development
• A zoning ordinance
• A master plan
• A Capital Improvement Plan or City Budget
• A static and inflexible document

3. Land Supply and Capacity
The land available for development and redevelopment within the Flagstaff Region are both privately and
publicly held. Intergovernmental cooperation is paramount is seeing the community vision realized, and
the City of Flagstaff and Coconino County continue to work with each other, State and Federal agencies
as well as private land-owners in encouraging efficient land use patterns, protecting open lands and
natural resources, as well as providing effective public facilities and resources. The Regional Plan
provides development guidance by balancing urban form, density and conservation. Only with all
landowners working together can critical growth issues be addressed, such as transportation, connectivity,
urban and economic development, infrastructure and open space protection.
The broad objective is mutually benefiting multiple entities. For example, by encouraging higher density
development in appropriate urban locations with existing supporting infrastructure and services, more
open space / green space can be preserved and urban sprawl is not encouraged. Establishing the needs
and challenges for the various large land-holders within the region will help all understand how mutual
benefits may be met.
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Table 1: Flagstaff Region Land Ownership- within the FMPO
Owner

Acres

Percent

243,005

72.24

State Trust Lands

25,627

7.62

Camp Navajo – NGB Lands

12,017

3.57

Walnut Canyon NM

3,228

.96

Sunset Crater NM

3,048

.91

374

.11

Public Multiple-Use Lands
Coconino NF Lands

County Land
City-owned Land

3,684

Northern Arizona University
Other

705

.21

Total Public Lands

288,004

85.62

Total Private Lands

48,375

14.38

336,379

100.00

Total FMPO
**See Land Ownership Map

U.S. Forest Service
Residents and visitors of the area are fortunate to have the adjacency of vast open spaces, significant
landmarks and cultural resources provided on federal land. The local and Federal agencies are all
working towards protecting and managing the buffer areas for open space, recreation and resource
protection. Balancing these objectives in light of Regional Plan goals and policies is the mutual goal of
managing growth.
National Forest System lands equate to 380 square mile regionally and 21.4 square miles within the city
limits, thus management inconsistencies will arise, such as maintaining growth boundaries, dealing with
urban inter-face wildland, developing / maintaining public trail access, as well as public recreational and
economic uses. The Regional Plan is a means to coordinate development potential with the City, County
and the National Forest Service, assisting all agencies in their long-term planning efforts.

Department of Defense
The area within the Camp Navajo installation boundary is managed by the National Guard
Bureau and Arizona Department of Emergency and Military Affairs for national defense
purposes including military training, storage, and maintenance. The training facility is currently
being upgraded and is an important training facility for the National Guard in the Southwest.
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National Park Service
There are two national monuments in the greater Flagstaff region: Walnut Canyon and Sunset Crater.
Protection of the Walnut Canyon National Monument and the surrounding area is a high priority to the
community. In 2002, City Council and the County Board of Supervisors voted for additional protection
for lands around Walnut Canyon and requested for the federal study to determine how best to protect
these lands from future development. Several State Trust land parcels have been designated as
“appropriate for conservation” through the Arizona Preserve Initiative process. Contingent upon
congressional action, the current Federal Walnut Canyon Special Area Study may provide additional
options for conservation for the lands surrounding the National Monument. Any development contiguous
to the Walnut Canyon National Monument area must be sensitive to the important cultural resources.
Sunset Crater National Monument consists of lava flows, volcanic cinder cones and craters. It is a
relatively pristine and undisturbed environment.

State Trust Lands within the City limit total 6,555.5 acres, and over 25,000 within the FMPO
boundaries. State Trust lands are subject to sale for conservation or development. Most State
Trust parcels are surrounded by National Forest System lands and serve as part of the larger ecosystem landscape. At this time, the State Land Department has identified its holdings within the
city limits as: 3,800+ acres (60%) as “appropriate for conservation” and 2,600+ acres (40%) as
“development potential”. See appendix ____for State Land Sections _____ bubble diagrams and
Map XX for Jurisdictional ownership.
City / County owned land is for the purposes, generally, of maintaining facilities, Right-of-Way (ROW)
of roads, streets, alleys, sidewalks, drainage, stormwater collection, and also for parks, the Flagstaff
Urban Trail System (FUTs) and public access to the US Forest surrounding the community. There are
some parcels which have been acquired over the years for various reasons, and the City or County may
dispose of these parcels at their discretion.
Table 2: City of Flagstaff land ownership within the FMPO
Parks
Facilities
Open Space / Drainage
Right-of-way (ROW)
Legal Restrictions
Economic potential
Community Gardens
Other
Total

870.58
1,458.39
689.18
120.28
91.74
186.34
1.62
266.21
3,684.35

Table 3: Coconino County land ownership within the FMPO
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Northern Arizona University
The Northern Arizona University’s 740 acres has been developed since 1899, first as a teacher’s college
(Arizona State Teacher’s College) to today’s university campus of six colleges, 18,000 Flagstaff-campus
students and over 800 faculty members. The University develops an updated campus master plan every 5
years, the most recent being in 2008. The campus master plan incorporated many opportunities and
challenges shared by the community as a whole. The maps below highlight opportunities for better
connectivity to the surrounding community to and from campus. Northern Arizona Masterplan Update
2008, Airs-Saint-Gross.

Private Land
A majority of land is controlled by the US Forest lands surrounding the area, offering vast amenities,
such as natural resources, recreation and eco-system health. Yet there are significant tracts of privately
held undeveloped land. Relate to map, page 12 – how much private land, where, potential.
1)
2)
3)

Revitalization potential of the urban core, particularly activity centers
Infill of the vacant lots in urban, suburban and rural neighborhoods, and
Greenfield development in the remaining undeveloped parcels, respecting natural
conservation constraints.
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Map___: Developed and Undeveloped Lands in the Flagstaff Region

Orange – developed; outlined in yellow –
developed since 2000
Dark Grey - undeveloped

Existing land developed and land available for development illustrates the current balance,
the confined space of the urban and suburban areas, as well as the potential for rural growth. With that in
mind, thoughtful planning and cooperative efforts (between neighboring developers, with public / private
partnerships, with various public entities) can produce a balanced land use pattern.
This plan uses an annual 1.1% population growth rate as the base for projections and related needs.
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Table _____: City of Flagstaff Land Available for Development
Land Use Type

Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Residential
Open Space

Total
% of
Acres
total
Developed acres
, vacant,
reserved
2,027
1,147
1,664
8,185
7,598

Developed

Undeveloped
Not floodway,
slope 0-17%

Need for
next 20
years
(acres)*:

Surplus /
Deficit

321
119
399
2,056
1,211

State Trust Lands
Federal Land
City / County

Land Bank
(PRAs? – define)
ROW

18,740

2,231

1,696

78

* Based upon 1.1% population growth rate = homes, employment, and services

* Numbers based upon GIS data; methodology for estimating ‘need’ = employees / FAR/ per
person…note clear methodology here.
* Cross-reference with GROWTH
* Cross-reference with water capacity
* How do underutilized / vacant buildings work in these ratios of how need is fulfilled? How
much will be Greenfield development, how much redevelopment, how much in-fill?
* What do we do if there is a deficit?
Land demand going forward
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4. Place Types - Context
Overall Vision
Land Use Form and Use Overview
Land Use GOAL and POLICIES – applicable to all
Downtown
Urban
Suburban
Rural
Corridors as Placemakers
Special Districts (Campus Plan Areas)
Employment Areas, Business Parks, Industrial

14
16
17
20
24
30

A great city

must have wonderful places to live, work, congregate, and experience social,
recreational, educational, and cultural enrichment. How precious land resources are used and how a city is
built are the most defining proponents of change in a community – they contribute to resident’s quality of
life and provide opportunities for shaping development, enhancing meaningful social interactions,
conserving resources, and structuring the economy.

The region currently is defined by a number of place types each with their own unique characteristics.
These include a thriving downtown core; small pockets of walkable urban neighborhoods, such as the
historic neighborhoods near downtown; a majority of the City (60%+) consists of existing residential and
commercial drivable suburban development with clusters of single-family homes, multi-family
apartments, and condominiums, as well as pockets of commercial development typically associated with
arterial and collector streets; large areas of rural large-lot development, and ranches, mostly in the county
areas; some special districts accommodating unique facilities (e.g. Northern Arizona University or
Flagstaff Medical Center); areas set aside for industrial uses; and commercial corridors that have
evolved along historic travel corridors like Route 66.
Flagstaff is also fortunate that natural areas consisting of undeveloped land are interspersed throughout
the City and along its periphery. In these areas the predominant experience is of nature and amazing
views, although an occasional building or other manmade feature may be present. The use of cars is
integrated, but does not overwhelm the character of the natural areas. The proximity of natural areas to
the developed portions of Flagstaff is an important component in defining the City’s unique character.
The Flagstaff Urban Trails System (FUTS) provides an important link between these natural
environments and the developed areas of the City. Examples of natural areas in Flagstaff include
Coconino National Forest lands and parks (such as Buffalo Park).
These place type classifications provide the framework for the preservation, enhancement, and
development of areas found within Flagstaff, and they provide context to all the building blocks of
development - neighborhoods, activity centers, corridors, and gateways. All land uses – residential,
commercial, business, institutional, industrial, Business Park, parks, open space, and public areas – are
applicable within each context, but adjusted for scale, surrounding neighborhoods and specific goals for a
particular area. Some areas are considered “special planning districts” such as Northern Arizona
University and the Museum of Northern Arizona, in which campus planning and coordination with
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multiple surrounding entities are required. The downtown is also considered a special district.
Table______, next page, outlines how the building blocks and uses can be considered within each
context, as well as where to find further details.
For the purpose of discussing a regional land use vision, four general place types are defined as
activity centers, neighborhoods, corridors, and community gateways. Each of these place types may have
one or more of the seven defined uses. The Context Table defines these place types and uses and then
provides a graphic index of tables to define how to apply within the context of urban, suburban and rural.

Table____: Context Table
Urban

Suburban

Rural

Are mixed-use centers and vary by scale and activity mix
depending on location. Includes commercial, retail, offices,
residential, shared parking and public spaces.

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Neighborhoods

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Detail table
XX; page___

Place Types
Activity Centers

Existing in all contexts, want to be walkable and have ‘nodes’

Corridors
All land use categories adjacent to defined corridors are typically
Mixed-Use, Commercial, Office, and High-Density Residential,
that are typically transit-supportive and promote Transit-Oriented
Design (TOD).

Community Gateways
As defined on the Community Character - all land use categories
defined in vicinity of designated community gateways.

USES
Residential
Commercial / Business
Commercial, Office and Retail – in Corridors, Activity Centers,
Employment Centers and Neighborhood Nodes

Institutional
Educational and cultural facilities

Industrial / Business Park
Commercial areas with supporting services

Parks and Open Space
Natural Environment map located existing natural resources,
parks, preserved Open Space, FUTS Trails, and Forest Service
Land

Public Areas
Public / Quasi-public, Airport, infrastructure, civic buildings and
public spaces.

Special Districts
Specific Area Plans, , Neighborhood Plans, Master Plans, County
Area Plans
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Land Use Form and Use - Overview
Implementation through masterplans, specific plans and development review processes (see
‘Implementation’).
Development Standards:
Block size –
Floor-Area-Ratio (FAR)
Density –
Intensity –
Pedestrian Shed (Ped Shed) See Sacramento General Plan, pages 2-31, 32
Illustration_____: Floor Area Ratio (FAR):
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Land Use GOALS and POLICIES – Applicable to All Place Types
Intro…relationship to Growth Illustration Map – areas designated for future urban, suburban and
rural development.
Goal LU 1: Continue to enhance the region’s unique context and sense of place within the
urban, suburban, and rural context.
Policy LU 1.1: Within the urban, suburban and rural context, use neighborhoods, activity centers,
corridors, public spaces and connectivity as the structural framework for development.
Policy LU 1.2: Coordinate land management, master planning, and recreational uses with local, state,
and federal land management agencies. *See Responsible Government (Economic Development.
Policy LU 1.3: Protect sensitive cultural and environmental resources with appropriate land uses and
buffers. * See Open Space element.
Policy LU 1.4: Provide transitions between urban, suburban and rural areas with appropriate change in
development intensity, connectivity and open space.

**Note: See Community Character Element and Economic Development Element for further policies on
unique sense of place. See Neighborhoods and Housing – respecting existing neighborhoods.
Map – similar to Sacramento’s map p. 2-10: amount of change
expected
 open space conservation,
 areas to preserve and enhance,
 areas to improve and evolve,
 transform urban,
 transform new growth
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Goal LU 2: Balance the housing and employment land use needs with a desire to preserve
and protect our unique natural setting.
Policy LU 2.1: Maintain current land use, population, and employment projections with respect to
resource capacity and evaluate their impacts with the Regional Plan annual report.
Policy LU 2.2: Promote well-planned growth with neighborhood5 plans, specific area plans and master
plans for all neighborhoods, activity centers, corridors, and gateways.

Goal LU 3: Support sustainable growth and change through orderly and well-planned
development that provides for the needs of the existing and future residents and businesses,
ensures the equitable6 provision of public services and infrastructure.
Policy LU 3.1: Encourage urban development within city boundaries, with high-development intensities
in locations that use land efficiently, protect habitat, support transit, reduce vehicle trips, and conserves
energy and water.
Policy LU 3.2: The City requires unincorporated properties to be annexed into the city prior to the
provision of city services, or that a conditional service agreement is executed agreeing to annex when
deemed appropriate by the City (pre-annexation agreement).
Policy LU 3.3: Development proposals will need to address (provide) adequate availability of public
services.
SUGGESTION
** Possibly combine Goals LU1 and 2: Preserve our unique natural setting with orderly and wellplanned development that provides for existing and future residents and business land use needs
and ensures equitable provision of public services and infrastructure.
- Policies which follow are those above, with additional, organized by ‘resources to preserve’
- Resource capacity
- Efficient land
- Public services
- Infrastructure
- Specific and neighborhood plans
- refer to Environmental conservation, water resources, slopes / viewsheds, energy and
Follow with LU2 as current LU5 - water

5
6

Need to define threshold of “neighborhood”
Equitable distribution of services – all neighborhoods are served equally by infrastructure.
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Goal LU 4: Encourage compact development with transitions between protected open
space, rural, suburban and urban development.
Policy LU 4.1: Maintain the City’s Development Growth Boundary, confining development to what can
be provided for with efficient infrastructure and preserving most lands outside of this boundary as open
space / rural / low-density.
Policy LU 4.2: Maintain the County’s Rural Growth Boundaries, promoting cluster development and
shared open space as a way to compact development. See Rural Growth Boundary LU 14.1
Policy LU 4.3: Encourage infill development within the existing developed areas over peripheral
expansion to conserve environmental resources, spur economic investments, reduce the cost of proving
infrastructure and services, and reclaim abandoned areas.
Policy LU 4.4: Compact development is well connected for pedestrians, bicyclists, cars and transit,
respecting the Flagstaff region’s scale and design traditions. See ‘Character’ in each context table.
Policy LU 4.5: Compact development promotes smaller housing choices on small lots and multi-family
options with shared amenities.
Policy LU 4.6: Plan for and promote nodes of compact commercial development as neighborhood
centers or activity centers with mixed-uses, allowing for efficient multi-modal transit options and
infrastructure.
Policy LU 4.7: Institutional and public buildings are sited centrally within a compact neighborhood to
promote walkability and multi-use recreation spaces.
See ‘Energy’ and ‘Climate’ sections.

What is Compact Development?
Successful compact development is a land use pattern that features most or all of the following:








Concentrations of population and/or employment
Medium to high densities appropriate to context
A mix of uses
Interconnected streets
Innovative and flexible approaches to parking
Pedestrian-, bicycle-, and transit-friendly design; and
Access and proximity to transit

Compact development can be built anywhere, and can be adapted to the urban, suburban and rural
context. It encompasses residential and commercial development. Single-family houses, townhomes,
apartments and live-work units all have a place in compact development. Employment centers are also
important candidates for compact development.
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Goal LU 5: Balance future growth with available water resources.
Policy LU 5.1: Manage future growth to be compatible with designated 100-year water supply.
Policy LU 5.2: Analyze the impacts on the City’s water infrastructure when residential and nonresidential development proposals are made for responsible water usage.
Strategies: annual analysis
Policy LU 5.3: Develop a rural land use pattern compatible with rural water resources, in compliance
with Coconino County’s Comprehensive Plan.
Could this section be deleted – does the Water Resources element cover the relationship of water and
growth? How does that relate to land use and our water supply?
**Note: See Water Resources Element for further policies. See Utilities Masterplan for more details.

Goal LU 6: Provide for a mix of land uses to accommodate a variety of future housing,
employment, recreation, and commerce.
Policy 6.1: Proposed new development and redevelopment will consider a variety of housing types and
employment options.
Policy 6.2: Commercial, corridors, activity centers, employment centers, business parks, special districts
and industrial uses are all considered land uses for employment opportunities.
Policy LU 6.3: Provide for new mixed-use neighborhoods in appropriate locations within the Urban
Service Boundary, serving a variety of demographics, incomes, ages and travel modes. *See
Neighborhoods and Housing for cross-referenced policies. *See ‘Activity Centers’
Policy LU 6.4: Allow and encourage urban agriculture as home gardens, community gardens, urban
farms, greenhouses, on-site sales of produce and farmer’s markets within urban, suburban and rural
contexts. *See Economic Development – Grow Local Businesses – Urban agriculture.
Policy LU 6.5: Intensive development will be located appropriately to be adequately served by water,
sewer, and other public facilities and services, and will be discouraged from locating in remote areas,
where adequate public facilities and services cannot be provided, or as an energy and water -neutral
commercial project.7
* This is not complete – relationships of different uses

7

Buildings which produce at least as much energy as they consume ‐ http://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/print‐
edition/2011/08/12/energy‐neutral‐home‐builders‐are.html?page=all
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Growth Areas
If we could go to 2050 and look back, we would see that successfully implemented compact
development strategies—even those with only modest increases in land use density and mix—resulted in
a win-win: a boon both for the economy, the environment and for Americans looking for the healthy and
convenient lifestyle benefits associated with this type of high-quality land use.

Compact development for urban meansCompact development for suburban meansCompact development for rural means -

Where should growth occur?

The Flagstaff region will accommodate residential, commercial,
institutional and public space growth needs by:


Activity Centers – planning for and incentivizing increased needs within existing underutilized activity centers means large redevelopment projects. New, larger developments will
incorporate activity centers within their masterplan.



Revitalization areas – infill, redevelopment, brown field redevelopment, preservation and
adaptive re-use.



Greenfield development – areas mostly on the periphery of the city, within or contiguous
with the urban service boundary. Much of this is privately owned land and State Trust Lands.

Discuss Growth Illustration Map here
1/24/13 CAC Notes:
Keep formatting the same as in previous sections, including past/present/future structure in writing
Activity centers aren’t one‐size‐fits‐all, they act as gathering places but otherwise have no consistency
between the types
The centers in the document were carefully selected by a committee over a 9‐month period for best accuracy
Growth should be concentrated on activity centers, but activity centers are places where things are already
happening, not just spots with future potential
Clarify in policies that activity centers should be appropriate to the surrounding areas
Many goals and policies in this section can be shuffled into related sections
Be careful when naming rural activity centers as they are outside the growth boundary
Activity centers can act as incubators for art, community, or non‐profit enterprises, which don’t need to be
limited to one building
Current goals and policies are generic enough to be meaningless, add character that matches the
environment and encourages a sense of place
Activity centers need anchors that appeal to locals, not just visitors
The colleges and University are “Special Districts,” therefore not in this section
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Activity Centers
With a focus of investments and development potential to the urban core as a growth management
strategy, the discussion of growth areas is paramount in reducing sprawl, protecting open space, and
promoting efficiencies in infrastructure and services. Activity centers are paramount in producing the
compact urban nodes necessary for efficient infrastructure, transit, walkability, job creation and to protect
our natural resources.
By promoting activity center and mixed-use development, the Flagstaff region provides:















places for people to shop, eat, and entertain;
sites for community events, activities, and celebrations;
a range of housing types and configurations;
new destinations within a short distance of existing neighborhoods;
opportunities to increase walking, biking, and transit use;
more efficient use of existing public infrastructure;
foster the emergence of vibrant, walkable communities;
make active, healthier lifestyles easier to enjoy;
conserve land by accommodating more people in less space;
support transportation alternatives;
reduce congestion;
lower infrastructure costs for communities, families, and individuals;
reduce household expenses related to transportation and energy; and
make life more convenient by putting destinations closer together

Every activity center works at its own scale, serving the needs of the surrounding community.
Discuss revitalized / reinvested activity centers vs. NEW activity centers
What makes an URBAN activity center What makes a SUBURBAN activity center What makes a RURAL activity center - This could just be 2 or 3 stores – and one additional activity is
considered ‘growth’.
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Table_____: Regional Activity Centers

Urban
Regional Center

Rural

Historic Downtown &
Central Business District

Flagstaff Mall & Automall

Fourth Street Corridor

Milton Road

Fort Valley

Route 66

89N
JW Powell (future)

Cedar Avenue Center
Woodlands Village Shopping
Center

89A / Silversaddle
Townsend/Winona /
Slayton Ranch

Country Club & Solier Blvd

Ft Valley Rd / Peakview

Sawmill

Kachina

Corridors
Humphrey's Basha's Center

Neighborhood
Center

Suburban

University Center (future)

JWPowell / Lone Tree (Future)
Butler / Fourth St (Future)

Employment
Center

FMC Medical Campus

Airport Business Park

Northern Arizona University

Innovation Mesa

Bellemont
East Flag – Twin
Arrows

See ‘Activity Centers Strategic Investment Strategies’:
http://www.mwcog.org/uploads/committee‐documents/Z11dWFlZ20120828142809.pdf
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Activity Centers GOALS AND POLICIES
GOAL LU 7 - Flagstaff should have numerous8 activity centers, as pedestrian and transitoriented locations with activity of employment, business, shopping, civic engagement,
cultural opportunities, and residential choices.
Suggestion: this is a goal in “applicable to all”
Policy LU 7.1—Activity centers are characterized by contextual and distinctive identities,
derived from environmental features, a mix of uses, well-designed public spaces, parks, plazas,
and high-quality urban design. (Previous Policy C3.1 re-worked)
Well-designed for the purpose of maintaining unique sense of place, contextual with natural
environment and to attract the residents / clients desired.
Suggestion: Insert this description into each urban, suburban and rural activity center tables.
Policy LU 7.2 – Existing Activity Centers will realize their full potential with the redevelopment
of underutilized properties, upgraded infrastructure, and enhanced right-of-ways and public
spaces. (New) MAP needs to reflect existing Activity Centers as compared to proposed.
Possibly number existing AC and discuss potential; while ‘future’ AC’s are simply ‘nodes’ and
the it is more open to future influences? How is this predictable?
Suggestion: keep this in ‘revitalization’ or ‘reinvestment’ section.
The next three could be on the accompanying tables.
Policy LU 7.3 – Activity Centers contain housing of various types across a wide range of price
points. (New)
Policy LU 7.4 – Activity centers are pedestrian and transit-friendly with major roadway corridors
connecting centers together. (New)
Policy LU 7.5 – Activity centers utilized shared surface parking, timed shared parking and
parking structures as a means to increase density. (New)

For specific details on activity centers within the urban, suburban and rural context, please see:
‘Urban Activity Centers Table’ page ___
‘Suburban Activity Centers Table’ page____
‘Rural Activity Centers Table’ page____

**Note: this whole page of goal/policies could be moved elsewhere – but how do
we clearly articulate the importance of Activity Centers and give it focus?
8

How many is ‘numerous’? What is the capacity? What is the market pointing toward?
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Reinvestment Revitilazation Areas
Revitalization, Redevelopment, Infill, Brownfield redevelopment and Preservation
A community reinvests in an area with revitalization, redevelopment and infill, which all play a
vital role in contributing to the quality of life for those living in and travelling to the City of Flagstaff and
the surrounding region. To use land efficiently, develop economic opportunities, provide multi-modal
transportation networks, promote activity centers, and preserve open spaces, compact growth and desired
activity centers will only be obtained with revitalization, redevelopment and infill. Promoting projects
which respect our community values and improve the relationship between land use and transportation as
well as to the underlying zoning categories will be successful. Continuing the goal of the 2001 Regional
Plan, revitalization, redevelopment and infill promote the activity centers and walkable neighborhoods.
All need sufficient utilities upgrades and infrastructure as incentives to develop. As the private and public
sectors continue to work together, parcel assemblage and infrastructure needs will be met to assist in
enhanced revitalization projects.

Revitalization occurs at the neighborhood scale and relates to aesthetic treatment of the
existing developed area. Examples of revitalization include the following: repairing what is
already in place, adding new vigor to buildings, streets and neighborhoods with remodeling, fixing-up and
adding-on; keeping human scale streets and buildings; addressing needed neighborhood retail, bus stops,
social spaces, green spaces, sidewalks, crosswalks, and public art with quality urban design and materials;
and, making safe streets and preserving community integrity, character and livability.

Redevelopment and infill occurs at neighborhood and regional scales. Redevelopment and
infill may inspire NEW development, while keeping with the character of the surrounding community;
employing modern technology with respect for context; maintaining and promoting sense of place;
promoting infill over sprawl; walkability over auto-oriented design. Redevelopment is an important tool
communities can use to encourage a portion of the area’s growth into established, yet underutilized, urban
core areas with existing infrastructure. This growth INWARD helps reduce the amount of OUTWARD
growth, or new development in ‘greenfields’, and can also help encourage further conservation efforts.
The community desires to establish a healthy balance of redevelopment and new development.

Graphic of regional activity center
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Redevelopment and infill are to be encouraged throughout the developed urbanized areas within
the city limits. From that standpoint, the existing developed areas are considered redevelopment areas,
and consist of corridors, neighborhoods and commercial areas. More detailed planning will be required
as these areas resume or begin more active roles within the community, fulfilling the Regional Plan goals
of a more compact, connected and walkable community of activity centers and neighborhoods.

WHERE exactly? ‘throughout the developed urbanized areas’ not specific
enough…
See ‘Urban Conservation’ in Neighborhoods and Housing; See ‘Redevelopment and Infill’ in Economic
Development. Economic metric – cost/benefit analysis of what may be a successful project? *See Cost of
Development…
All urban conservation and revitalization tools are referred to in Economic Development and Appendix
______. Could include a box here outlining the main tools to accomplish this: roadway and
infrastructure improvements, land assemblage for redevelopment, brownfield redevelopment, infill
incentive districts and historic preservation.

Photo of ‘before’ area

Photo montage of ‘after’ area
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Revitalization Goals & Policies
Goal LU 8 – Revitalization of existing neighborhoods and activity centers will be for the
purpose of developing complete, compact, connected, and friendly places.
Policy LU 8.1 – Plan for and support revitalization within the City existing urbanized areas with
upgraded infrastructure, development incentives, and zoning.
Policy LU 8.2 – Revitalization areas will require a specific area plans with public input, identifying the
center, mix of uses, connectivity patterns, public spaces, appropriate complexity and spaces for people to
live, work and play.
Policy LU 8.3 – Recognize that a large portion of the city’s existing activity centers are identified
revitalization areas could be expanded and enhanced.
**Note: See Community Character and Economic Development for further revitalization /
redevelopment policies.

Definitions:
Revitalize: Repairing what is already in place, adding new vigor, remodeling and
preserving.
Redevelop: New development replacing outdated and underutilized development.
Infill: New buildings on vacant parcels within city service boundaries and surrounded by
existing development.
Preservation: an endeavor that seeks to preserve, conserve and protect buildings, objects,
landscapes or other artifacts of historical significance.
Adaptive Re-use: To fix up and remodel a building or space, adapting the building or

space to fit a new use.
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Greenfield Development
Flagstaff regional patterns of growth have been primarily larger sub-divisions of single family
houses, forcing residents to travel by automobile for daily needs, and making it difficult for
residents to stay within the same neighborhood when they need a different type or size of housing.
The community wishes to promote alternative patterns of development for future new
neighborhoods and any outward expansion.
If suburban retrofits, urban infill and activity center redevelopment projects take precedent,
traditional outward development will be reduced, but is still an option. This goal and policies apply
to land in future _____________ growth sector in the Growth Illustration map. Also, see goals and
policies in the Urban Design and Neighborhoods elements.

Outward Expansion
Cautious about authorizing further outward expansion until it can be demonstrated to be essential to
accommodate growth and the land to be developed is an excellent location for expansion. Policy?

Goal LU 9 – Flagstaff’s greenfields will be developed within the intent of the
Regional Plan, within the urban service boundary, sensitive to environmental and
cultural resources and developed with best practices.
Policy LU 9.1 – New neighborhoods will have the characteristics of Flagstaff’s most revered
historic neighborhoods, and use Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND)9, which have an
identified center, mix of uses, greater connectivity, variety of housing, public spaces and multimodal transit options.
Policy LU 9.2 – Outward growth will protect natural resources, established wildlife corridors,
viewsheds and connectivity to existing development with all development proposals.
Policy LU 9.3 – New development will utilize Low Impact Development10 and stormwater best
practices as part of the overall design.
Policy LU 9.4 – Greenfield development within the rural context will encourage formal
subdivision instead of wildcat development to protect open spaces, access to public lands, and
plan for shared infrastructure.

9

Define ‘Traditional Neighborhood Design’ and reference other documents – give visual examples?
Define ‘Low Impact Development’ and stormwater best practices

10
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Flagstaff Downtown
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The arrival of the railroad in the small community of Flagstaff in 1882 ensured the downtown area as the
business center for northern Arizona. Within this region a wide variety of activity was successfully
pursued, including lumbering, transportation, education, cattle and sheep production, tourism, and later
scientific research – all centered on this transportation hub. This strong economic base resulted in
consistent growth throughout most of Flagstaff’s history, and thus buildings were mostly well designed
and constructed of substantial materials, in response to frequent destructive fires in the City’s early days.
DESCRIPTION OF FORM
Downtown Flagstaff is an acknowledged urban design treasure with a rich architectural and cultural
heritage.(insert results from CVB report showing how many locals and tourists highly value downtown)
Substantial shared investment by the property owners and the City in 1997 in the downtown’s streetscape
created a vibrant urban fabric that now supports a mix of retail, restaurant, entertainment, civic, and office
uses, historic street-oriented buildings, and public and civic gathering spaces. Downtown Flagstaff is
remarkably intact, with most of the historic buildings standing and the traditional street grid in place
providing the highest-quality pedestrian environment in the City.

Map of downtown area here
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WHAT IT IS TODAY
While downtown is unique, it functions as part of a larger core area anchored by Northern Arizona
University to the south and the Flagstaff Medical Center campus to the north. The downtown has long
been a popular shopping destination for visitors and as an entertainment center for local residents, with
parades, marathons, First Fridays and New Years Eve celebrations filling the streets with people. Even
without significant reinvestment since 1997, and much new auto-oriented development along the
corridors and on the periphery of the city, the downtown remains the main regional urban center of
Northern Arizona.
VISION FOR THE FUTURE
As the historic downtown urban core is considered the heart of the city, it must remain healthy and
attractive to locals, visitors, and business owners alike. Flagstaff needs to reclaim this valuable asset as
a vibrant 21st century destination. Revitalization, balanced with preservation efforts, of this historic center
will anchor and enhance the overall character of the City and contribute toward Flagstaff’s long-term
sustainability. Parking solutions have been outlined in numerous plans and need to be implemented with
careful attention to placement, design and accessibility. A pedestrian-only street, such as a portion of
Aspen, even if only some of the time, would increase the vibrant street scene. Clean streets and
sidewalks, accessible parking, public art, performances, and activities continue to make downtown
Flagstaff one of America’s favorite places. Shifts in policy could increase livability Downtown and
create a strong base for transit expansion throughout the region.

Graphic of downtown here
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Downtown Goal and Policies
Goal LU 10: The City of Flagstaff places a high priority on the continual reinvigoration of
Downtown, whose strategic location, walkable blocks, and historic buildings will continue to be
a vibrant destination and center of culture, shopping, civic, and the arts.
Policy LU 10.1: All businesses and/or other community services on the ground floor should be
accessible directly from sidewalks along a public space, such as a street, alley, square, or plaza.
Strategy: delivery of freight in the downtown areas
Policy LU 10.2: The City encourages new multi-story mixed-use buildings with windows and doors
facing and built to the sidewalks to be constructed on vacant lots.
Policy LU 10.3: Design new Downtown buildings to have a majority of the total linear frontages of
mixed-use and non-residential building facades built to the sidewalk, allowing public activities.
Policy LU 10.4: Encourage a wide mix of residential housing types Downtown to encourage a diversity
of ages and incomes.
Strategies: Housing options can be: studio units, 1-, 2-, and 3-bedroom units, townhouses,
penthouses, and live-work spaces; and should include both rental apartments and units that can be owned
by their occupants. Consider multi-generational housing for changing demographics.
Policy LU 10.5: Encourage new buildings and adaptive re-use of historic structures for a variety of
commercial spaces and housing options.
Strategies: from small local shops to large employment generators and live-work units.
Policy LU 10.6: Strive for the widest variety of activities in Downtown to create a healthy mix of
housing, working, shopping, cultural, and civic uses. This concentration of diverse activities will reduce
traffic impacts and infrastructure costs and ensure Downtown’s existing buildings are used to their
maximum potential. *See Urban Activity Center table, page____.
Policy LU 10.7: Important civic spaces and important public spaces are to be integrated into the
Downtown.
Strategies: such as courthouses, post offices, museums, and administration buildings
Policy LU 10.8: Downtown redevelopment strategies will include new and improved civic buildings and
civic spaces integrated into Flagstaff’s original urban fabric and remarkably sited for enhanced views.
Policy LU 10.9: Maintain and enhance Heritage Square and Wheeler Park as critical open space attributes
for social gathering and community well-being. Consider expanding Wheeler Park to the full block.
Policy LU 10.10: As defined in the FUTS Masterplan, downtown trail access points, bicycle lanes,
bicycle parking and facilities will be a part of all downtown new development and redevelopment
projects.
Policy LU 10.11: All Downtown buildings and sidewalks are to be accessible for the disabled and
elderly.
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Goal LU 11: Accommodate pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders and private cars to supplement
Downtown’s status as the best served area and the most convenient location in the region.
Policy LU 11.1: Continue to invest in Downtown’s streets and sidewalks to ensure they remain Flagstaff’
premiere public spaces and appealing to pedestrians.
Strategies:
a. Aggressive maintenance program for sidewalks, crosswalks and streets;
b. Restoration of two-way vehicular travel;
c. Artfully designed traffic calming measures;
d. Reinvest in street furniture, landscaping, sidewalk amenities, dark-sky compliant lighting, and
public art as part of the ‘right of way package’;
e. Provide memorable visual terminations to streets where possible to make the street network
more legible to residents and visitors; and,
f. Develop a coordinated and appealing way-finding signage package in Downtown to assist
visitors in finding parking, shops, restaurants, and services.
Policy LU 11.2: Create a downtown parking strategy plan that continues to utilize and improve upon the
provision of on-street parking, public parking lots and garages, and shared private parking spaces, with
clear signage to inform the public of all transportation options.
Policy LU 11.3: Locate public and private parking facilities, lots and garages carefully, facing garages
with habitable or storefront space to provide a safe, interesting environment for pedestrians and to screen
parking from the view from public spaces such as streets, squares, and plazas.
Policy LU 11.4: Maintain rear alleys for access to mid-block parking spaces, to provide an out-of-sight
location for utility equipment, and to allow the fronts of buildings to be free of driveways and parking
garage entrances.
Policy LU 11.5: The City should not require any additional on-site parking for existing buildings
Downtown and will encourage the sharing of private parking spaces between various uses.
Policy LU 11.6: Provide multiple routes and pathways for vehicular and pedestrian movement. Strong
connection from FMC to NAU.

Photos
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Urban
Urban areas have a higher density of people, residences, jobs and activities; buildings are taller and
close to the street; streets and sidewalks are in a grid pattern of relatively small blocks; the area is
walkable and a variety of services and goods are available; served by public transportation.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Flagstaff’s urban neighborhoods were primarily developed prior to the 1920’s in the heart of Flagstaff
surrounding the Downtown, and generally include south of downtown (Southside), La Plaza Vieja,
Flagstaff Townsite, and other adjacent historic neighborhoods.
DESCRIPTION OF FORM
Reflective of the urban design characteristics of Mid-western and East Coast cities and towns with their
street layout in a grid and building placement and design, these neighborhoods developed in a traditional
compact urban pattern where a person could live with limited reliance on the automobile. They were
conducive to destination walking and cycling as facilities serving daily needs such as a grocery store,
retail shops, entertainment, etc. were conveniently located close to them.
WHAT IT IS TODAY
Many of these walkable characteristics are still prevalent today because these urban areas are still largely
supported through a network of interconnected tree-lined streets typically laid out in a grid pattern with
small block sizes, on-street parking, and a diversity of appropriately-scaled housing types. Unfortunately
neighborhood-serving commercial uses are currently limited in many of these historic neighborhoods as
convenience and larger grocery stores developed later in the periphery areas, not within walking distance.
These areas also support public transit due to their compact nature. The historic neighborhoods average
3.6 units per acre.
VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Most of Flagstaff’s residents and visitors have agreed that Flagstaff’s unique historic urban areas
contribute to defining Flagstaff’s character and identity, and local neighborhood and City residents are
strong proponents of protecting and preserving their special urban form and character. It is proposed,
therefore, that walkable urban neighborhoods should be encouraged as places in which a person can walk,
bike, or ride transit to work, and to fulfill most shopping and recreation needs. These environments allow
for the use of automobiles but do not require the use of a vehicle to accommodate most daily needs.
Flagstaff’s existing urban areas should be preserved and new development complies with appropriate
regulations to ensure appropriate scale and design perpetuates the unique sense of place. In addition, it is
intended that in appropriate locations, walkable urban development should also be integrated into the
evolution of older, less walkable neighborhoods, and in the creation of new walkable urban
neighborhoods. This compact, walkable form and the use of alternative transportation modes encourage
an urban pattern that supports the sustainability goals of the City.
Urbandale: A growing city that has held on to its small‐town charm. Urban Dictionary
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Urban Goals & Policies
Goal LU 12: Focus investments, partnerships, regulations and incentives on developing or
redeveloping central urban areas.
Policy LU 12.1: The City will invest in seeking public funding to increase the viability of urban areas.
Strategies: infrastructure, ROW enhancements, public-private-partnership projects

Goal LU 13: Well-planned urban neighborhoods are for walkable, compact growth.
Policy LU 13.1: Connectivity for pedestrians, bicycles and transit is a priority within all urban
neighborhoods and activity centers.
Policy LU 13.2: Support vehicular traffic and parking with on-street parking, shared lots and parking
structures.
Policy LU 13.3: The City of Flagstaff highly values the traditional neighborhoods that were laid
surrounding Downtown and will maintain and improve their highly walkable character, transit
accessibility, diverse mix of land uses, and historic building stock. Also see goals and policies in the
Urban Design Element.
Policy LU 13.4: Amend zoning as necessary and develop specific plans for each urban neighborhood
and activity center to foster desired scale and form.

Photo of Flagstaff urban
neighborhood less dense

Photo of Flagstaff urban
neighborhood med dense

Photo of Flagstaff urban
neighborhood denser
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Policy LU 13.5: Vacant and underutilized parcels in and around the City’s traditional neighborhoods are
excellent locations for contextual redevelopment that adds housing, shopping, employment,
entertainment, and recreational options for nearby residents and transit patrons.
Policy LU 13.6: Urban neighborhoods support a variety of housing types within urban context, and
highly encourage residential spaces over commercial within urban nodes. Parking regulations need to be
altered to encourage this.
Policy LU 13.7: Commercial uses within mixed-use development____. Parking regulations need to be
altered to encourage this.
Policy LU 13.8: Invest in infrastructure and right-of-way (ROW) enhancements as an incentive for
private investment in urban neighborhoods and activity centers.
Policy LU 13.9: Institutional uses, including schools are woven into the urban context as part of a larger
project.
Policy LU 13.10: Civic and public spaces are highly valued and important venues for social activities,
to be well designed, accessible and central to the urban fabric.
Policy LU 13.11: The City should maintain and strengthen the existing historic landmark status of
Flagstaff Townsite, Downtown and historic structures, and consider historic landmark status for
additional qualifying neighborhoods, such as the North End neighborhood.
Photo of Flagstaff urban
building

Photo of Flagstaff urban
mixed use

Photo of Flagstaff urban
most dense
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Urban Places
MAP SYMBOL

Map symbology here
Show urban ¼ mile ped shed – only in locations where change is desired

CHARACTERISTICS

DESIRED PATTERN

Urban Areas have increased intensity of uses and people; easy access to goods
and services; is walkable with a grid connection of streets and sidewalks;
increased frequency of vertical and horizontal mixed‐use integration; building
forward; wide sidewalks; formal landscaping.
Minimum 2 stories within ped‐shed.

BLOCK SIZE

300 X 300 to 300 x 600

DENSITY RANGE

Residential Mixed types and price range: Greater than 8 units per acre. Increased
density within ¼ mile ped shed.
Non‐residential use floor area ratios (FARs) of between 0.5 and above. Higher
range of intensity within ped shed.

INTENSITY
AIR QUALITY
SOLAR ACCESS

Consider solar access for all development, allowing passive and active solar
collection.

LAND USES
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS
PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL
EMPLOYMENT –
BUSINESS PARK
INDUSTRIAL
PARKS

OPEN SPACE
PUBLIC SPACE

Single‐family on small lots with front porches (not in ped shed); townhouses, row
houses, multi‐family and live/work units allowed in all urban neighborhood areas.
Commercial development is well‐designed and located within ped shed and along
all corridors / streets in urban areas.?? As part of mixed‐use development –
vertical (preferred) or horizontal.
As part of mixed‐use development – vertical (preferred) or horizontal. Make
central to urban neighborhood.
Industrial not appropriate for urban context. Business park uses and campus
settings within mixed‐use development in ped shed.

Urban parks can include a Neighborhood Park or Community Park with recreation
and social amenities to serve the neighborhood and/or adjoining neighborhoods.
Urban Regional Parks have‐‐‐‐‐‐
City of Flagstaff Parks & Recreation Operational Masterplan
Plazas, linear park as boulevard, street landscaping, pocket parks
‘Cultural/Historical/Recreational’ ‐ Open Space & Greenways Plan definition. See
Natural Resources map.

CONSERVATION
AGRICULTURE
SPECIAL DISTRICTS
MASTER PLANS
ZONING CODE DISTRICTS

Urban food production – potted vegetables, greenhouses and conservatories,
roof‐top gardens and animal husbandry, community gardens.
Northern Arizona University – wants to become more urban.
Flagstaff Medical Center – wants to expand and become more urban.
Presidio West; Juniper Point
High‐density residential (HR); Medium‐density residential (MR); Central Business
(CB); Highway Commercial (HC); Commercial Service (CS); Community Commercial
(CC); Research & Development (RD); Public Facility (PF); Public Open Space (POS).
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Transects T6, T5, T4, and T3.

Urban Activity Centers
MAP SYMBOL
Regional Activity Center

CHARACTERISTICS

Neighborhood Activity Center

Urban Activity Centers serve local residents, regional residents and visitors.
Flagstaff’s two urban regional activity centers are unique in scale, development,
intensity, and mix of uses. They typically include large‐scale employment and retail uses,
high‐density residential and mixed‐use development. Urban Regional activity centers in
Flagstaff are:
 Historic Downtown (see Table____)
 Fourth Street Central District (revitalization potential)
Flagstaff’s urban neighborhood activity` centers include
 Humphrey’s Shopping Plaza (revitalization potential)
 Sawmill – Lone Tree Road and Butler Avenue (investment potential)
 Juniper Point – JW Powell Blvd and Lone Tree Road (future)
 Canyon del Rio – Fourth Street and Butler Avenue (future)
 Presidio West – Woody Mountain Rd and W Route 66 (future)

DESIRED PATTERN

BLOCK SIZE
DENSITY RANGE
INTENSITY

Residential Only – 13 units/acre and up;
Residential mixed‐use – 8 units/acre and up
Non‐residential mixed uses ‐ floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.5 and up

MIX OF USES

Government, services, education, offices, retail, restaurant and tourism‐related.
Residential opportunities, residential mixed‐use. Public spaces, place‐making.

TRANSPORTATION

Street design _________. Easy‐to‐access parking available via garages, shared lots and
street parking. Transit stops and routes centrally located. Bicycle access and parking
abundant. Very walkable and pedestrian‐oriented.
HR; CB; HC; CS; RD; PF; POS; Transects T6 and T5.

ZONE DISTRICTS
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Urban Activity Center detail with call‐out boxes

Urban transportation corridors graphic
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Suburban
Suburban areas have medium to low densities of people, residences, jobs and activities; the streets
and sidewalks vary in pattern; the area is drivable to access homes and jobs, yet walkable by special
pedestrian facilities like the Flagstaff Urban Trail System (FUTS); some services and goods are
available to the residents; the area may have access to public transportation.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Flagstaff’s developed areas are best described as “suburban development.” Developed primarily during
the 1950’s and in the following decades toward the periphery of a growing Flagstaff, the design and
layout of development in these areas is driven primarily by the need to accommodate the automobile and
because Flagstaff’s then in effect zoning regulations promoted the separation of land uses.
DESCRIPTION OF FORM
Characteristic of most suburban areas, land uses are segregated into isolated areas with varying degrees of
density and intensity. Suburban uses include single-family and multi-family residential development, as
well as commercial development such as strip centers and big box stores with large parking lots to a
mixture of retail establishments, office buildings, automobile dealerships, gas stations, and motels.
Suburban development tends to be less compact than traditional urban development, and without a
distinct center leaving large distances between uses requiring dependence on the automobile for day-today needs.
Suburban neighborhoods have a hierarchical street pattern rather than being interconnected, made up of
local streets, cul-de-sacs, and collector streets that connect to arterial streets which carry most of the
traffic. Suburban streets are typically paved and may include sidewalk, curb and gutter; water and sewer
by public utilities; and expanses of open space provided as neighborwoods, parks, opens space, trails, and
sometimes golf courses. These environments may have areas where it is possible to walk or ride a bike for
recreational purposes.
Examples of suburban residential neighborhoods within the City include Continental Country Club,
Ponderosa Trails, or Cheshire, while an example of commercial suburban development is located on
Woodlands Village Boulevard and South Plaza Way. Suburban neighborhoods within the county include
Kachina Village, Mountaire and Bellmont. This developed in the 1960’s and 70’s as second home
enclaves, and are now bedroom neighborhoods for Flagstaff.
WHAT IT IS TODAY
As Flagstaff’s suburban areas comprise a significant portion of the existing development fabric of the
City, they will continue to provide opportunities for homes, schools, shopping, employment and
recreation needs of a majority of Flagstaff’s residents. Suburbs are part of our greater community.
VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Single- and multi-family residential subdivisions as well as apartments will continue to be established in
Flagstaff, and commercial development will be established in areas zoned for commercial use. However,
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because drivable suburban areas typically have a higher environmental impact per capita than walkable
urban areas, this Plan envisions future suburban development which incorporates more sustainable
elements such as greater connectivity for walking and biking, civic spaces such as parks, greens, or
playgrounds, and opportunities for local neighborhood serving commercial uses such as a corner store,
coffee shop, daycare, etc. The possibility of retrofitting an existing suburban neighborhood exists if the
residents of that neighborhood assert such requests. RETROFITTING IDEAS HERE.
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Suburban Goals and Policies
Goal LU 13: Diversify post-war and suburban neighborhoods in strategic locations in
order to increase the variety of housing options, and to expand opportunities for
employment and neighborhood shopping without requiring long car trips.
Policy LU 13.1: Connectivity for walking, biking, driving and wildlife within and with surrounding
neighborhoods is important in all neighborhoods.
Policy LU 13.2: Suburban development will consider public transit connections, as applicable. NAIPTA
bus routes and rapid transit system (RTS) stops and transfer centers offer independence to those who live
in drivable neighborhoods but do not have access to a car. The land near transfer centers and RTS stops
offers major redevelopment opportunities to take special advantage of those facilities. Feasibility/
benefits of varying service levels need to be considered.
Policy LU 13.3: Consider retro-fitting suburbs for walkability and mixed-use, where applicable.11
Strategies: this could mean sidewalks OR smart FUTS connectivity for housing – shopping.
Policy LU 13.4: Suburban development includes a variety of housing options at various price points.
Strategies: including permitting the development of rowhouses, apartments, and condominiums
Policy LU 13.5: Commercial development will consider at least one row of apartments or offices in
nodes of mixed-use and activity centers. Address parking requirements with this proposal
Photo of Flagstaff
suburban neighborhood
less dense

Photo of Flagstaff
suburban neighborhood
med dense

Photo of Flagstaff
suburban neighborhood
denser

11

http://switchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/kbenfield/how_a_california_suburban_retr.html?utm_source=feedburner&ut
m_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+switchboard_kbenfield+%28Switchboard%3A+Kaid+Benfield%27s+Bl
og%29
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Policy LU 13.6: New suburban commercial areas are accessible to the surrounding neighborhood and
include a mix of uses – vertical or horizontal.
Policy LU 13.7: Business park and neighborhood scale commercial development which enhances the
character of surrounding neighborhoods within the suburban context is promoted. WHERE?
Policy LU 13.8: Civic spaces, parks and institutional uses should be within the neighborhood centers
(ped-sheds). Most neighborhoods, even new ones, would benefit from a greater variety of activities
within walking and bicycling distance. For instance, a greater number of smaller parks are preferable to a
few larger ones that are accessible only to those with a private vehicle. Likewise, smaller schools often
become the centerpiece of their neighborhoods rather than distant facilities to which most students must
be driven or bused each day. (El Paso)
Policy LU 13.9: Open Space and FUTS trails will provide walking and biking links to employement and
shopping as well as access to neighborwoods.
Policy LU 13.10: Suburban development – community health
Policy LU 13.11: Policy for density relationship with zero-net energy / water development & multimodal systems.
How will future suburban development be DIFFERENT than the current? How would we build
Ponderosa Trails different today? How would you retrofit Country Club is the community so wished?

Photo of Flagstaff
suburban building

Photo of Flagstaff
suburban mixed use

Photo of Flagstaff
suburban most dense
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Suburban Places
MAP SYMBOL

CHARACTERISTICS

DESIRED PATTERN

Map symbology here
Show urban ¼ mile ped shed – only in locations where change is desired
‐ Ped sheds in southern undefined future areas will happen at
intersections – wherever they happen to end up.
Suburban areas traditional intensity of uses and people; access to goods and
services; walkable with streets, some sidewalks and FUTS connectivity; building
setbacks consistent with neighborhood; formal and natural landscaping;
neighborwoods. Commercial (allow vertical and horizontal mixed‐use
integration) at corridors and activity centers – within ped shed.
Photo examples here

BLOCK SIZE
DENSITY RANGE

INTENSITY
AIR QUALITY
SOLAR ACCESS

Residential lots 2 to 10 units/acre. Increased density within ped‐shed. For a
change of density range, a development master plan must be developed for
whole growth areas.
Residential Mixed‐Use: Greater than 6 units/acre
Non‐residential commercial use within ped‐shed
Floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.5 and above.
Consider solar access for all development, allowing passive and active solar
collection.

LAND USES
RESIDENTIAL

Single‐family, townhouses, row houses and multi‐family

COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS

Commercial development is well‐designed and located within ped shed and along
all major corridors in suburban areas. ?? But not strip malls. Can be part of
mixed‐use development – vertical or horizontal. WITHIN PED‐SHEDS – ARE
THESE IN ALL THE RIGHT LOCATIONS?
As part of activity center. Make central to urban neighborhood.

PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONAL
EMPLOYMENT –
BUSINESS PARK
INDUSTRIAL
PARKS
How many rooftops =
type of park?
OPEN SPACE
PUBLIC SPACE
CONSERVATION
AGRICULTURE
SPECIAL DISTRICTS

MASTER PLANS

Business park / light Industrial within suburban context ‐ campus settings or
within mixed‐use development in ped shed.
Suburban parks can include a Neighborhood Park, Community Park or Regional
Park with recreation and social amenities to serve the neighborhood and/or
adjoining neighborhoods.
City of Flagstaff Parks & Recreation Operational Masterplan
Open space buffers, natural landscaping, FUTS system, neighborwoods
‘Cultural/Historical/Recreational’, ‘Neighborwoods’, ‐ Open Space & Greenways
Plan definition. See Natural Resources map.
Food production – yard gardens, fruit trees, greenhouses and conservatories,
animal husbandry.
Airport Business Park – Specific Plan needed
Innovation Mesa
Flagstaff Cultural Center – Specific Plan needed
Coconino Community College campus
Canyon del Rio, Villagio
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Medium‐density residential (MR); Highway Commercial (HC); Commercial Service
(CS); Community Commercial (CC); Research & Development (RD); Public Facility
(PF); Public Open Space (POS). Transects T4, and T3.

Suburban Activity Centers
MAP SYMBOL

CHARACTERISTICS

Suburban Activity Center

Suburban Neighborhood
Center

Suburban Activity Centers serve local residents, regional county residents and visitors.
Each are unique in scale, development, intensity, and mix of uses. Suburban activity
centers typically include large‐scale employment and retail uses, medium to low‐
density residential and mixed‐use development within ped sheds.
Suburban Regional activity centers in Flagstaff are:
 Flagstaff Mall
Suburban Neighborhood activity centers in Flagstaff include:
 Woodlands Village Center (revitalization potential)
 Milton Road Corridor (with extreme make‐over):
o Milton / Forest Meadows Street
o Milton / University
o Milton / Route 66 (more as a transition)
o Milton / Butler ‐ Clay
 Cedar Avenue Shopping Center – Cedar and West (revitalization potential)
 Country Club / Solier Blvd
 Villagio

DESIRED PATTERN

BLOCK SIZE
DENSITY RANGE

Non‐residential mixed‐use floor area ratios (FARs) of between 0.5 and above
Residential Mixed‐Use: Greater than ____ units per acre.
2+ stories encouraged with street frontage activities with ped sheds.

INTENSITY
MIX OF USES
TRANSPORTATION

Street design _________. Easy‐to‐access parking available via garages, shared lots,
lots and street parking. Transit stops available. Bicycle access and parking.
Pedestrian safety.

ZONE DISTRICTS
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Suburban Activity Center detail with call‐out boxes

Suburban transportation corridors graphic
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Rural
Rural areas have a low density of people, residences, jobs and activities; paved and unpaved
two‐lane roads with natural edges; minimal services and goods available to the residents;
FUTS connectivity and public transit commuting opportunities may exist; abundant open
spaces and agricultural uses. Rural Communities and rural rural.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The county areas were primarily developed as large ranches supporting the cattle and sheep industries.
These areas subdivided in the 195’s to today, primarily by large lot land divisions, keeping the rural roads
and individually provided water and sewer (well or hauled water and septic systems). This was not
development as planned subdivisions. This unregulated growth has produced limited infrastructure
design and maintenance. Beans and potatoes history here.
DESCRIPTION OF FORM / WHAT IT IS TODAY
Rural communities within the region, such as West Ridge, Doney Park, and areas east of Flagstaff such as
Cosnino provide opportunities for traditional notions of rural living characterized by low density
development on large lots (typically from 1–5 acres), animal keeping (horses, cattle, and goats are
common), and a quiet rural independent lifestyle in conjunction with proximity to open space provided by
the Coconino National Forest. The more outlying areas often have the greatest opportunity to balance
growth with natural resource amenities – and where it is more critical to do so given that things like
wildlife corridors, springs and other resources are still relatively intact. The protection of natural and
cultural areas are more detailed in Environmental Planning, Open Space and Recreation Elements as well
as the Natural Environment Existing Conditions Map. Note disclaimer of locating natural resources does
not negate any development rights.
While some rural neighborhoods may include public utilities such as water, electricity, and natural gas, in
the more outlying areas of the region, wells and septic tanks are common, and propane is used instead of
natural gas. Most roads are unpaved and there is low street connectivity.
See Coconino County Comprehensive Plan pg 86. Rural Communities, Remote Subdivisions, Rural Large Parcel.

FUTURE VISION
This Plan envisions that future rural development will continue to play an important part of the Flagstaff
economy and northern Arizona’s characteristic lifestyle as there will always be residents who desire
larger lots on the periphery of the City, greater privacy, or the ability to keep animals. Opportunities for
local neighborhood serving commercial uses such as a convenience store, farm supply store, local
gathering place (coffee shop, etc), or post office, are contemplated as local activity centers at appropriate
intersections. Industrial opportunities will exist with dependant infrastructure provisions. Schools can be
central community centers, along with rural civic spaces of parks and national forest access points. In
rural areas, FUTS trails, Forest Service Trails and the Arizona Trail provide a comprehensive system for
biking, hiking and horse-back riding, and trails are incorporated into development proposals..
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Rural Goals and Policies
GOAL LU 14 – Maintain rural character in areas outside of city limits.
Policy LU 14.1: Maintain Rural Growth Boundaries suitable for rural development balanced with
preserving the integrity of open space boundaries identified in the Greater Flagstaff Open Spaces and
Greenways Plan. (Previous RP 2001 LU2.1)
Policy LU 14.2: Promote the Coordination of Regional Plan, County Comprehensive Plan and
Area Plans, in a manner that takes into account local conditions and preferences of area residents.
(Previous RP 2001 LU2.3)
Policy LU 14.3: Future development in the unincorporated County areas of the region shall be consistent
with the goals, policies, and conservation guidelines of the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan and
any applicable local area plans.
Policy LU 14.4: Rural neighborhoods should be connected by roads, equestrian trails and public access
to forest.
Policy LU 14.5: Allow Cluster development as an alternative development pattern in appropriate
locations as a means of preserving rural resources and to minimize service and utility costs.
Policy LU 14.6: Future housing in rural areas should be low-density residential and agricultural
residential.
Policy LU 14.7: Housing outside of the Rural Growth Boundary should be large acre parcels integrating
conservation design.
Photo of Flagstaff rural
neighborhood less dense –
farm/ranch

Photo of Flagstaff rural
neighborhood

Photo of Flagstaff rural
neighborhood
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Policy LU 14.8 - Commercial uses in the county will be located in activity centers in specifically
designated areas intended to serve as focal points for the community in which they are located, and they
will provide opportunities to meet area resident needs locally, while avoiding a strip commercial pattern
of development along the region’s major roadways.
Policy LU 14.9: Establish Opportunities for Rural Activity Centers in specifically designated county
areas in the county, with a range of uses, size and design appropriate to the community it serves.
Policy LU 14.10—Preserve the rural character, open spaces, wildlife corridors and neighborwoods
at the periphery or just outside of the planning area as defined by the FMPO boundary. 12 How
does this relate to the development of State Land sections? Of planning area or growth areas?

Photo of Flagstaff rural
neighborhood less dense –
farm/ranch

12

Photo of Flagstaff rural
neighborhood

Photo of Flagstaff rural
neighborhood

Define ‘Peripheral areas’
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Rural Places
MAP SYMBOL

CHARACTERISTICS

Rural areas,

DESIRED PATTERN

BLOCK SIZE

n/a – see Coconino County Zoning Code subdivision regulations

DENSITY RANGE

Non‐residential Commercial Uses are minimal and targeted for Rural
Activity Centers. Cottage industry and home‐based businesses, subject to
regulations.
Residential lots typically 1 house per 1 to 10 acres ‐ 0.2 to 1 DU per acre.
Accessory dwelling units / guest houses and barns allowed.

INTENSITY
AIR QUALITY
SOLAR ACCESS

Consider solar access for all development, allowing passive and active solar
collection.

LAND USES
RESIDENTIAL

Low density single‐family homes

COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS

Commercial at intersections of major roads and rural activity centers.
Home‐based businesses – subject to regulations. Minimal services.
Public and quasi public spaces are often open space, parks, schools,
churches, and fire stations.
Limited infrastructure is a barrier to Industrial and Business park
opportunities.
See Coconino County Parks & Rec Masterplan

PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL
INDUSTRIAL/BUSINESS PARK
PARKS
OPEN SPACE
CONSERVATION
AGRICULTURE
TRANSPORTATION

Open space buffers, natural landscaping, FUTS system, neighborwoods,
pastures and agricultural lands. ‐ Open Space & Greenways Plan
definitions.
See Natural Resources map – wildlife corridors, habitat, riparian, forest,
meadows, soils and views.
Food production, farming and ranches, equestrian and animal husbandry
Mostly auto mobiles, some public transit/ bike ped opportunity but not a
focus. Plenty of parking. Mix of public and private roads. Rural roads.

SPECIAL DISTRICT
MASTER PLANS
ZONE DISTRICTS

County Area Plans: Doney Park, Timberline‐Fernwood Area Plan, Kachina
Village Area Plan, Fort Valley Area plan, Mountainaire Area Plan
General, Agricultural Residential, Rural Residential, Single Family
Residential, Commercial Zoning
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Rural Activity Centers
MAP SYMBOL

DESIRED PATTERN

Rural Centers are intended to meet the needs of rural communities and local residents.
They are characterized as destinations that offer few amenities. Drivable Rural and
local access designed to serve the local community.
Photo examples here

DENSITY RANGE

Non‐residential Horizontal Mixed‐Use. 1+ Stories with street frontage activities.

MIX OF USES

Feed store, small groceries and supplies, gas station, etc.

LOCATION

Located at intersections of major roads – arterials and collectors. Ease of access and
parking available to minimize the impacts of traffic on neighborhoods.

CHARACTERISTICS

DESIGN PRINICIPLES
TRANSPORTATION

Street design rural. Easy‐to‐access parking available via shared lots, lots and street
parking. Park & ride potential. Bicycle access and parking available; equestrian
accessibility; pedestrian safety.

ZONE DISTRICTS
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Rural Activity Center detail with call‐out boxes

Rural transportation corridors graphic
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Corridors as Placemaking
Map to FMPO – not all commercial – some parkway in nature
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Flagstaff’s corridors began with the sawmill industry’s needs to transport products; the expansion of
Route 66 with post-WWII highway travel and motels; and then Highway 89 was an expansion of an
already established trade route. These corridors can be traced back to the early twentieth century when
expansion beyond the limits of the downtown area occurred and therefore include many of the major
roadways or arterials that pass through urban and suburban areas.
WHAT IT IS TODAY
The commercial corridors in Flagstaff have historically lacked cohesive planning, as they a product of our
automobile oriented society and thus highway businesses. They cut across different place types within the
region by carrying a significant share of vehicular traffic, and serving as access routes, connectors, and
travel corridors for transit. Land uses within the corridors range from ubiquitous commercial strip centers
and big box stores with large parking lots to a mixture of retail establishments, office buildings,
automobile dealerships, gas stations, parking lots, hotels and motels, and often vacant space – and then
out to the rural areas with amazing views.
Frequently residential uses are located to the rear of the corridor (e.g. on the north side of East Route 66),
but the potential for continuity of pedestrian access between residential and commercial development has
historically undermined by the piecemeal nature of development along the corridors. In order to create
robust places along corridors, it is important to consider neighboring land uses, one to two blocks or more
back from the corridor itself.
Flagstaff’s present corridor environment is not conducive to pedestrian safety or transit oriented design
because qualities of pedestrian place-making have been overlooked in favor of automobile access, with
the exception of the FUTS expansion along a number of corridors. These corridors have huge potential
for reinvestment, retrofit, and revitalization to make them more appealing to pedestrians (and shoppers),
enhance transit potential, and ultimately safer.
MAP OF CORRIDORS HERE
VISION FOR THE FUTURE – see each following corridor...
Parkways versus commercial corridors.
Placemaking retains unique sense of place and builds civic pride.
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Goals and Policies
Goal LU 15: Develop a manageable evolution of the main corridors into contextual placemakers
for the community.
Policy LU 15.1: Develop a specific plan for each corridor as placemaker.
Policy LU 15.2: Enhance the viewsheds and frame the view along the placemaking corridors through
urban design. Photo examples of how to build up and frame the view.
Policy LU 15.3: Develop corridors as gateways into the community, understanding the gateways greets
– relationship of county/city shared spaces.
Policy LU 15.4: recognize balance as automobile corridor, bicycle access, pedestrian safety – parking


See Urban Conservation, Redevelopment in Economic Development, and Revitalization Areas in
Land Use for
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Milton Road could be the gateway to the city…..
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Milton Road developed as…..
Historical photos with dates
WHAT IT IS TODAY
Driving towards a masterpiece of environmental beauty
framed by ------.
An ADOT highway, major entrance into the community,
highway commercial, multiple access points through
seas of parking lots, unrestricted access, congested, not
friendly for pedestrians, uninviting to walk or
experience,
Notes from 1/24/13 CAC Meeting:
Snowbowl traffic causes congestion on through streets
The section should mention that the City doesn’t have
right‐of‐way for most of Milton
Milton is congested, unfriendly/unsafe for bikes and pedestrians, uninviting, has a great view but a bad
presence
A traffic‐calming entry feature (i.e. a roundabout/traffic circle) would enhance the sense of place both for
Milton and Flagstaff and give a better, more distinct feel to visitors
Brick facades on even some of the buildings would add a cohesive feel
Previous improvements have been suggested and destroyed in the past due to lack of implementation
Roads connecting to Milton are being diverted and fixed to sync up

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
A traffic-calming entry feature from I-17, Milton has become a tree-lined boulevard that has taken full
advantage of the viewshed and created a true sense of place. The areas along Milton have been built to
mixed-neighborhood standards, with contextual architectural features of brick, stone and large timber.
This has been incentivized by….see ‘Cost of Development’
Traffic circles / round a bouts….

Dkpblog.com

Monument Avenue ‐ Taber Andrew Bain – Richmond, VA 2008

SFBetterStreets.com
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Route 66 is the quintessential cultural corridor, a magnate for heritage tourism, yet…..
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The mother road…
Historical photos with dates
WHAT IT IS TODAY
The Route 66 corridor has been greatly improved with the removal of the billboards in 1990 and
installation of landscaping and greatly used FUTS trail. This has greatly improved the south side of
Route 66, and now there is huge potential for revitalization and infill on the north side. Pedestrians find it
challenging to cross the street, even at intersections. The Route 66 motels have become Flagstaff’s
“affordable housing”.
Show Route 66 sections each with unique attributes and potential
– ‘a’ west side; ‘b’ historic downtown, ‘c’ east potential, ‘d’ two-lane road
Notes from 1/24/13 CAC Meeting:
Include recognition on progress on bike access and beautification fronts, including removal of ugly
billboards on Route 66
Better than it was in 1990, but still lots of opportunity for rebuilding
Renewable energies could be installed/utilized along Route 66 for an artistic edge
Don’t forget its main purpose is getting in and out of town
Potential roundabouts aren’t pedestrian‐friendly
Roundabouts can be pedestrian‐friendly, but for large roads like Route 66 and Milton it’s difficult
Unique billboards on Route 66 are nostalgic and add flavor
Renovations to h/motels can be funded by grants if they register as historical buildings, but owners may
prefer to leave their property the way it is, despite the “dirty old railroad town” image it projects
Old h/motels could be converted to student or single‐family housing
As Route 66 is the longest street in town, it should be sectioned out and addressed as different areas

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Roundabouts that are pedestrian friendly are applied at all major intersections, and the thoughtful
revitalization and landscaping efforts on the south side have been applied to the north side as well.
Cultural and historical billboards, neon lights and retro architecture has been preserved and continues to
encourage further restoration and redevelopment along the corridor. Some of the 25 historic Route 66
motels have become elegant boutique hotels and B&B’s, and some have been adaptively re-used for small
business centers, student housing, and _____-(what about the affordable housing?).
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Fourth Street
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Developed as an automobile centric corridor and built in the typical post WWII development style, from
around the 1950’s and 60’s, in which business parcels were developed with limited or no pedestrian
access or connectivity, excessive business access, which makes the street hazardous, large building
setbacks with large asphalt parking lots, and limited aesthetics or amenities.
WHAT IT IS TODAY
4th Street functions as the “Main Street” for the East Flagstaff area, including the Sunnyside and
Greenlaw neighborhoods. Historically it has served as an area of commerce, a retail destination for the
surrounding neighborhoods and the greater Flagstaff region. More recently, it has developed as a location
for many wonderful local, viable businesses offering a variety of food, services and products, institutions,
and health care facilities - within one of the most pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods in the city. Yet
Fourth Street itself is a “deathtrap in crossing”. The whole area seems underutilized, as it seems 1/3 of
the businesses fronts are empty – but many times they are not – they just look that way.
There are amazing ponderosa pines along this corridor, and wonderful local, viable businesses offering a
variety of food, services and products. This is the geographical center of the city, and Fourth Street acts
as a major connector between the south and north sides of town, with the recent Fourth Street BNSF
overpass bridge (2006). Fourth Street to the south will eventually connect to JW Powell Boulevard –
making an intrinsic connection to the airport and then I-17. Challenge: The current traffic counts are
17,000 to 23,000 vpd – with potential increasing volume to the 30,000 vpd desired by business locators.
At the same time, the surrounding neighborhoods very much desire this street to be a PLACE for walking,
shopping, eating, visiting, and all of the wonderful things that make special places special.
VISION FOR THE FUTURE
With widened sidewalks, street trees, landscaped parking lots, some new buildings built up to the
sidewalk and 2-3 stories high, some of the older buildings have been retro-fitted and revitalized – one the
best features of the Fourth Street is its walkability, lots of viable small businesses and sense of
neighborhood. All bus stops have covering, benches and amenities; local businesses are mixed with
destination shopping / entertainment venues; and the streetscape frames the natural view. An arts
incubator has inhabited and remodeled an older building. This area is modeled after downtown’s mixeduse and density, but certainly has its own architectural flavor, modeled on the surrounding neighborhoods.
Small plazas and pocket parks have retained the ancient and monolithic ponderosa pines. These changes
have been brought about by a zoning overlay district with design guidelines, along with incentives for
incremental change and public investment in the public realm.

Fourth Street Corridor Study Masterplan (2010) – Otak for the City of Flagstaff http://www.flagstaff.az.gov/DocumentCenter/Home/View/14242
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Notes from 1/24/13 CAC Meeting regarding Fourth Street:
Poor transit stops, bad accessibility for bikes and pedestrians
The Ponderosa Pines are place‐making, adding both a historical and a natural edge that should be
accentuated instead of landscaped over
Feels like a transition between urban and suburban
Not a tourist destination like other corridors, more of a local attraction
Underutilized, especially the abundant parking
The overpass was invested in before the economy faded, leaving the area underdeveloped
Could be a good place for artists and galleries
Transit is focused on Fourth Street as a future activity center
Confirmed ‐ a Fourth Street Plan the previous year, but it was limited to right‐of‐way, not
development
“The Downtown of the East Side,” should be treated as such with raised density and mixed‐use
buildings (i.e. housing above stores, buildings closer to the street with parking behind, etc.)
Large sums not needed to make changes, just the right incentives
Huge anchor stores can’t be easily moved, but more frontage development can be encouraged
Local neighborhoods will provide the economic base needed to support an activity center
Plan language can be used to encourage unique zone designs for future development without
changing the zoning
Buildings of more than three stories need an elevator, Federal buildings of two or more stories
require an elevator
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Ft. Valley Road
As one of the four major entrances into and out of the city, Ft. Valley frames the gateway to the Grand
Canyon for millions of visitors. Home to multiple museums, an arts center, the Flagstaff Arts and
Leadership Academy and leading to many of the city’s favorite neighborhoods, Fort Valley Road is also a
scenic, natural gem lined with trees. There are articulated needs and community desires for
beautification, potential combining of resources and better signage to provide an amazing experience to
all those entering and exiting the city this way. In 2012, Coconino County initiated a Ft Valley Corridor
Feasibility Study, which produced a vision based upon stakeholder input. The vision included strategies
to improve multi-modal access, enhance the gateway and create the foundation of an arts district unique
to the region.

Ft Valley Road Feasibility Study (2011) – Otak for Coconino County Board of Supervisors
http://coconino.az.gov/DocumentCenter/View/85

Notes from 1/24/13 CAC Meeting:
Replace “multiple museums” with “two museums”
The corridor has lots of access to schools, the hospital, and the tree line
“Gateway to the Grand Canyon” has already been claimed by Williams, but would be great descriptor
An ADOT road
Heavily suburban with Bashas as the anchor, but if Bashas moves will become more commercial and less
walkable, steps should be taken to keep families
An east‐west bypass would greatly aid emergency vehicles
Mr. Higgins pointed out that transit could help reduce congestion, particularly a shuttle to Snowbowl or the
addition of a toll
As a natural corridor, commercial interests should be kept in nodes
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89N

serves as the eastern gateway into and out of Flagstaff – leading to the Navajo Nation and Hopi
Reservation lands, the eastern entrance to the Grand Canyon – onto Page, the North Rim, and Utah.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
US 89N serves as the northeastern gateway into and out of Flagstaff leading to the Navajo Nation and
Hopi Reservation lands, the eastern entrance to the Grand Canyon and onto Page and Lake Powell, the
North Rim, Utah and eventually Yellowstone National Park and the Canadian border.
WHAT IT IS TODAY
The corridor serves not just as major cross-country highway but locally by providing access to natural
sites including Mount Elden, trails in the Kachina Peaks Wilderness, and Sunset Crater National
Monuments. It is also used as a main route into the city for the many residents of the Doney Park area.
Sweeping views of the peaks and rural communities prevail along this corridor with commercial
development increasing closer to the City. There is no dominant architectural style, rather a diverse blend
of styles ranging from ranch style, sophisticated contemporary designs to modest manufactured homes.
Existing commercial architecture varies from ranch/western to utilitarian in appearance. In spite of this
wide variety, there are some consistencies in the use of common design elements that tend to characterize
the area and relate to the natural setting. Coloring and building finishes tend to be muted and natural
earth tone colors and there is the use of native building materials such as local rock and wood. The
County has adopted a Design Review Overlay Zone promoting these common design elements and
architectural style applicable to commercial, public, and semi-public uses.
The Doney Park Timberline Fernwood Area Plan addresses ways to provide goods and service to rural
communities along 89N without creating strip development by recognizing the potential of major
intersections to serve as rural activity centers. This would leave space in between centers for low density
and contextual development.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
This corridor should continue to grow in a manner that embraces rural communities and serves a gateway
to the City. Services should continue to be located at activity centers at major intersections and low
density residential should make up the majority of the corridor. South of Townsend-Winona Road,
densities may begin to increase to ease the transition to the Mall Activity Center, however strip
development should still be avoided. In 2011, the Doney Park Multimodal Transportation Study
identified the desired for a paved shared use path along 89N. As businesses change or renovations and
remodels are done, implementation of the design review guidelines offers an opportunity to make the built
environment of the corridor blend more naturally with the environment and create a more cohesive style.
1/24/13 CAC Meeting Notes:
Horse owners/riders in the area have difficulty crossing the road
Doney Park doesn’t quite have the rooftops to support an activity center and locals oppose
additions, but putting a small grocery store there would cut down on day‐to‐day congestion from
shoppers
The new casino will change the character of Doney Park
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Employment: Research & Development, Business Parks and Industrial
In addition, the Flagstaff region is fortunate to have a considerable amount of industrial and business
park land located in close proximity to the interstate highway system, local arterial and collector roads,
the BNSF railway line, and to a lesser extent, Flagstaff Pulliam Airport. These industrial and business
park areas are included as a special district because while they clearly are a specific land use type which
seldom includes other uses, they do not fit neatly into the previously described place types (urban,
suburban, and rural). They do however, have their own character and scale, and provide a location for
uses that are not otherwise appropriate in other place types on account of, for example, the noise, dust,
size of buildings, or amount of heavy truck traffic they generate. These uses are important in the region
for the number of people employed within them (Insert cross reference here).

Industrial – in town, Belmont, Flag Ranch Bioscience Park, Winona

Employment Areas Goals and Policies
Goal LU 17: The region’s employment areas include employment centers, special districts, activity
centers, corridors, Business Park and industrial land.
Policy LU 17.1: Employment areas land use needs
See Economic Development Section…
Policy LU 17.2: Housing – Transit – Jobs relationship
Policy LU 17.3: Clear rules for industrial – rail line, ¼ mile from the interstate, design guidelines
Policy LU 17.4: Business Park
Policy LU 17.5: Light Industrial
Policy LU 17.6: Heavy Industrial
Policy LU 17.7: Economic importance of such uses by providing places for industrial
Policy LU 17.8: Limit new noxious uses unless impacts can be avoided, mitigated, and minimized.
Policy LU 17.9: Consider health impacts of siting new industrial uses.
Photo of Flagstaff
employment center

Photo of Flagstaff
employment center

Photo of Flagstaff
employment center
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Special Planning Areas
Not all existing or proposed facilities and uses fall within the place types of urban, suburban or rural; and
thus special planning areas may be described within the Flagstaff region. These include specific districts
unique to area:
 Flagstaff Pulliam Airport
 Northern Arizona University
 Flagstaff Medical Center
 Museum of Northern Arizona
 United States Geological Survey and Innovation Mesa

Special Planning Areas Goals and Policies
Goal LU 16: The region’s Special Planning Areas are protected, managed and enhanced to the
benefit of the whole community.
Policy LU 16.1: Special Planning Areas maintain cohesive connectivity and coordinated planning efforts
with contiguous neighborhoods.
Policy LU 16.2: Special districts JOBS….
See Economic Development Section…
Photo of Flagstaff business

Photo of Flagstaff business

Photo of Flagstaff business

Graphic of special district / employment center
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** Commercial Development – 2001 Goals and Policies
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